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GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
margins to the mainstream
Global Citizenship education develops in pupils the knowledge and understanding,
skills and values and attitudes which enable them to take action for social justice and
sustainability, locally and globally.
This 3 year project, funded for by the Department for International Development,
began in 2008 and builds on RISC’s successful Global Citizenship partnership
work with schools and local authority advisors across Oxfordshire and Berkshire.
Through the project, we have established partnerships with 5 Local Authorities:
Reading, Bracknell Forest, Windsor & Maidenhead, Wokingham and West Berkshire
and with the Diocese of Oxford. These partnerships have raised the profile of Global
Citizenship within each of the authorities with the result that it is now embedded
within training programmes for teachers, teaching assistants, governors and GTPs.

However, during the life of the project there have been significant changes in the role
of local authorities, and these have presented us with challenges which had to be
overcome. Since each partner has its own character and priorities it was essential
to identify the common ground between the aims of each local authority, RISC as the
core specialist provider of Global Citizenship education services locally and the DfID’s
Development Awareness Fund. A steering group made up of advisors from each
of the partner authorities and headteachers from the global schools proved to be
essential to the success of the project, informing its strategic direction, suggesting
innovative solutions to changing circumstances and ensuring the project was
equipped with the most up-to-date information.
Once this steering group was established, good practice could then be developed
within each local authority, showcased and disseminated between schools and
by working groups of teachers across each of the authorities, to inspire the
development of further work. A self-evaluation framework was developed and made
available for schools to evaluate their own progress towards embedding effective
Global Citizenship education of the highest quality.
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RISC is located in the heart of Reading, the smallest local authority in this project in
terms of number of schools, and the one covering the smallest geographical area,
but it also contains many of the most diverse schools in the Thames Valley and those
serving some of the most economically deprived communities. RISC has a history
of providing services directly to many of these schools, but only formally began a
strategic partnership with the local authority at the outset of this project.

Readin

Reading Strategy: working through Global
Schools

We have established two Global schools in the authority, Redlands Primary in the East
Reading cluster, and Oxford Road Community School in the West Reading cluster,
and this model of using existing structures and networks has ensured that the good
practice developed within the schools is disseminated widely and effectively.
Given the proven success of working with the cluster structure we also approached
the Whitley Excellence Cluster – a group of schools in South Reading established as
part of the government’s Excellence in Cities programme which aimed to raise school
standards in challenging areas. The heads from these schools became convinced
of the benefit that engagement in this initiative could bring to their staff and pupils
and were therefore prepared to commit staff time to participate in extensive training
programmes.
Further success has been achieved through the enthusiastic involvement of the
Reading Governor Association in promoting training for school governors. Reading’s
Equality Services and Community Cohesion staff were invaluable sources of
guidance, introductions and practical support.
Changes in local authority funding have meant that some work with Reading which
initially appeared likely to have a significant impact was unable to bear fruit; for
example funding for their exciting borough-wide PSHE initiative which was to have
Global Citizenship embedded throughout was a victim of the cuts. However there
is now a strong partnership in place and the profile of Global Citizenship is high in
schools across the borough.
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Reading

Global Citizenship Training

RISC’s Education Team delivers Global Citizenship training for local authorities,
schools, teacher training institutions and other organisations.
Our strategic approach to training involves a comprehensive CPD offer, so teachers
can choose from a wide range of options. Recognising that different schools and
individuals are looking for different opportunities has enabled us to engage with a
large number of schools across Berkshire and Oxfordshire. One size doesn’t fit all!
We offer a ‘menu’ of Global Citizenship workshops delivered as stand-alone twilight
sessions, or combined to provide a whole or half-day training for a school or cluster
of schools. Typically schools choose workshops that establish the foundations of
Global Citizenship, then explore ways of developing and embedding it across the
curriculum and school ethos.
We regularly run a three-day Global Citizenship Advocates Course and our own
programme of afternoon and twilight sessions.
RISC’s trainers were amongst the first in the country to be validated by Liverpool
Hope University to deliver the new Global Teachers Award. This is now built into our
training programmes.
Individual teachers, inspired by their training, encourage colleagues to explore Global
Citizenship and then request training for their whole school staff. A critical mass of
teachers, delivering Global Citizenship effectively, will encourage and enable pupils
to bring about positive change in the local and global communities to which they
belong.
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Global Citizenship and Newly Qualified
Teachers

As part of our training programme for local authorities, RISC delivers Global
Citizenship training for NQTs. This is now embedded in the training provision they
receive as new teachers and usually takes place in the second part of their NQT year.
By this stage they are established in their schools, ready to explore global issues and
encourage the children and young people they teach to be active Global Citizens.
Following their PSHE and Global Citizenship training Wokingham NQTs said

“

‘I can see how to encourage children to have a balanced view of the world,
showing similarities and differences’
‘I’m going to improve my structure of circle time, to build in global citizenship
and look for new opportunities’

“

‘I now need to raise awareness of global citizenship in my school wherever
possible’

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
for NQTs KS1-4

An action-packed introduction to Global Citizenship & services
RISC offers to schools. Explore what taking action for social
justice and sustainability is all about, within & beyond the
classroom - & why it’s essential in encouraging children &
young people to be active Global Citizens.

Tuesday 7 June1-4pm

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS˙

FREE for NQTs

for more info & to book a place contact education@risc.org.uk
or phone 0118 958 6692 & ask for a member of the Education Team

www.

risc .org.uk/education
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Oxford Road Community School

A diverse primary school close to Reading’s town centre, Oxford Road has embraced
Global Citizenship through building on its strong community links.
Teachers have worked closely with RISC’s Education Team to build the key concepts
into the curriculum.
The school’s partnership with a school in Kabowa, Uganda, has provided
opportunities for exploring sustainability through the Art curriculum in both schools,
with a shared project on environmental art.

In challenging stereotypes of Uganda the Year 6 teacher and her class trialled RISC’s
‘Uganda or UK?’ Global Citizenship resource prior to its publication.
Work on peer mentoring has been a key strength of the school, with children
developing their mediation and negotiation skills as they learn to be active members
of the school community.
Global Citizenship has been embedded through extra curricular activities with children
learning about growing their own food within their own urban school playground.
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Redlands Primary School

Redlands has always believed that valuing and welcoming different cultures,
languages and beliefs enriches not only the every day life of our children, but also
their future lives. Despite our existing commitment, becoming a ‘Global School’ did
seem a daunting prospect at first.
It was a new venture and, with all the other pressures on us in education, we knew
that it would need to be a commitment from all staff and that the work would not be
easy.
The involvement and support of RISC has been crucial to our journey. Staff had
Performance Management Targets related to Global Citizenship and the global
dimension in teaching. Insets and training supported by RISC focused on embedding
this global dimension and encouraging our children to be active and responsible
Global Citizens. RISC have helped us to set targets for our School Development
Plan and have come into school to see our work in action, to advise, to provide and
suggest resources and to celebrate progress.
We hadn’t foreseen that embarking on the journey of becoming a Global School
would enable us to link and learn from another school in Berkshire. This friendship
has been extremely profitable not only in fulfilling aspects of the curriculum, but also
in forging friendships between staff and pupils.
So at Redlands we are in a strong place to be able to plan and move the learning
on. The global dimension is firmly rooted now in everyday classroom practice. Staff
and children are able to recognise growth and development as in other subjects. We
are now at a point where we feel that we can share our progress and experience
with other committed educators. None of us can ignore the fact that the world is
in a fragile state needing immediate attention and action. It seems to me that our
responsibility to prepare our children for the world they are to inherit is crucial. I am
sure that you are reading this because you too share this belief.
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E-news

At the start of every term RISC’s Education Team sends an e-news bulletin to all
primary and secondary schools across the Berkshire and Oxfordshire and to over
2,000 individual teachers who have requested it. This raises awareness of our CPD
programme, provides updates on our work and recommends new resources.
It highlights key dates in the Global Citizenship calendar, often linked to a focus
on action that children, young people and teachers can take in response to global
issues: in five minutes, a lesson or a day they can make a difference.

risc e-news

Education Team
RISC
35 - 39 London Street
Reading
RG1 4PS
t. 0118 9586692
e. education@risc.org.uk

March 2010
your twice termly newsletter for primary teachers
Welcome to RISC’s e-news! It brings you Global Citizenship training
opportunities, news, key dates, resources, project updates, ideas for action
and more. Past issues will soon be archived on RISC’s exciting new website.

CPD

Click on the flyers below to be taken
to a larger version on our website
KS 2-3

football
fever!

teaching about the
World Cup in South Africa

Football Fever!

This workshop will
illustrate how the
excitement generated
by the World Cup
can be harnessed
for teaching Global
Citizenship across the
curriculum:
• ﬁnding participating
nations on a globe
• considering the
impact of tourism
• fair trade kit
• the international
trade in footballers
• sponsorship by
transnational
corporations
• and much more.

Thurs 29 April4-6pm

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS
�£30+VAT fairtrade refreshments included
for more info & to book a place contact education@risc.org.uk
or phone 0118 958 6692 & ask for a member of the Education Team

www.

risc .org.uk/education

Click HERE to be taken to the
loans database

Ready to borrow

News

Steven Bamusi made this football
from reclaimed
bin bags and
strips of cycle
inner tubes
in Lilongwe,
Malawi.

Forced labour is a worldwide
phenomenon. According to
Anti-Slavery International there are
at least 12.3 million children and
adults, working in forced labour, a
modern form of slavery.
Anti-Slavery International
encourages us to ask questions
about the products we buy and
campaign for forced labour to be
eradicated. Their A2 ‘Products of
Slavery’ poster can be downloaded
from www.antislavery.org/includes/
documents/cm_docs/2009/p/1_products_of_slavery.pdf

Planning to use the World Cup as a
focus for Global Citizenship in your
school? You’ll find football kit from
Ghana, Morocco, Egypt and Brazil,
as well as Fairtrade and homemade
footballs, in RISC’s World in their
Hands collection.

risc e-news
Products

There are at least

The U.S. Department of Labor’s study found a high incidence of forced labour being used in

of Slavery

products. Anti-Slavery International aims to raise awareness of the problem of forced labour, to encourage consumers to ask
and to call upon companies to join efforts towards its

eradication.

Bolivia

Peanuts

Sugarcane

Corn

Chestnuts

Timber

Charcoal

Timber

Chestnuts

Peru

Global Citizenship
Advocates Course

Footwear

Coal

Carpets

Embroidery

Bricks

Rice

Sugarcane

Cotton

Sesame

Sunflower

Jade

Nails

Artificial
flowers

Shrimp

Palm thatch

Toys

Fireworks

Beans

Castor beans

Rubies

Wheat

Decorations

Electronics

Bricks

Rice

Stone

Cottonseed

Coal

Bricks

Cotton

Sugarcane

Gold

Textiles

Bricks

Iron

Cement

Carpets

Embroidery

Bricks

Carpets

Bricks

North Korea

Coal

Nepal

Stone

Dominican
Republic
Kazakhstan

Sugarcane

Colombia

Cotton

“

Paraguay

Garments

Shrimp

Garments

Oil palm

Project updates

all work or service
Forced labour is defined as
which is exacted from any person under the menace
of any penalty and for which the worker does not
offer himself or herself voluntarily.

Tobacco

”

Thailand

Coca
(stimulant plant)

Malaysia

Cattle

Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.

Garments

Garments

Coffee

Teak

Pakistan

Gold

Cote d'Ivoire

Cocoa

Rubber

India

Gold

Gravel

Burkina Faso

Cotton

Bamboo

China

Cattle

Nigeria

Cocoa

Granite

The October Gallery & RISC: pARTicipate
Wednesday 17th March 2010, 4 - 6pm
RISC, conference hall, 35 - 39 London
Street, Free

An opportunity for teachers to discover our online resources on artists from the
Majority World. This will include a creative session on the work of Chinese artist
Huang Xu on the ‘silk route to waste route.’ Teachers will consider ways in which
the work can be used in the classroom to inspire positive environmental
and social action.
To book your place contact: Shehnoor@risc.org.uk tel: 0118958 6692

questions

Burma

Cattle

Brazil

Sugarcane

Participate

Education Team
RISC
35 - 39 London Street
Reading
RG1 4PS
t. 0118 9586692
e. education@risc.org.uk

12.3 million people, both children and adults, working in forced labour, a modern form of slavery.
29 countries to produce 50

September Steven
2010+ football Or click on image
your twice termly newsletter for primary teachers

8 countries
Argentina

Russia

6 countries

6 countries

5 countries

Welcome to RISC’s e-news! It brings you Global Citizenship training
opportunities, news, key dates, resources, project updates, ideas for
actionand more. Past issues are archived on RISC’s website.
Garments

Four major industries deploying forced labour

Pornography

Sierra Leone

Tajikistan

This graphic does not intend to invite the boycott of specific
goods or countries. Boycotts can undermine the economy of
an already poor country and hurt those in slavery-like
conditions as well as those employers who are not exploiting
their workers. Anti-Slavery International takes decisions to
call for boycotts very carefully.

Cotton

Diamonds

Mali

Turkmenistan

Cotton

Rice

Ghana

Cotton

Benin

Jordan

Garments

Cotton

As part of RISC’s DfID funded
project bringing Global Citizenship
‘From the Margins to the
Mainstream’ we’re working in
partnership with the Diocese of
Oxford, to provide training for
teachers from Church of England
schools.
See www.risc.org.uk/education/
training.php for more about RISC’s
training
Global Citizenship
advocates course
programme

Forced labour is a worldwide phenomenon. The absence of
countries or products in this graphic does not necessarily
reflect the absence of forced labour. Conversely, the inclusion
of a product does not automatically mean it is produced only
by workers in conditions of forced labour. The variety of goods
in a particular country does not reflect the scale of forced
labour in that country.

Uzbekistan

Tilapia (fish)

Anti-Slavery International is the only charity
in the United Kingdom working exclusively
against slavery and related abuses and is
the leading organisation in this field.

Anti-Slavery International
The Stableyard, Broomgrove Road, London SW9 9TL
Tel: +44 (0)20 7501 8920
Registered charity no: 1049160

Malawi

Tobacco

Data source
The United States Department of Labor (2009) ’Goods Produced by Child Labor or Forced Labor’
http://www.dol.gov/ilab/programs/ocft/PDF/2009TVPRA.pdf

info@antislavery.org
www.antislavery.org/supplychain/
www.antislavery.org/workingwithbusiness/

Designed by Tactical Technology Collective in association with MediaShala

The US Department of Labor has
CPD
found a high incidence of forced
29 countries
As well as Global Citizenshiplabour being used in!!!Invitation!!!
50 products...clothes,
twilight workshops, RISC is to produce
Please
join us for the launch of our
carpets, two
toys,exciting
fireworks,
diamonds,
running the Global Citizenship
new
resources
cocoa, coffee, rice, sugar...
Advocates Course in partnership
For more ideas and
with Bracknell Forest Local According to the BBC’s ‘QI’: in the
inspiration for delivering Global
US 23 million people are in gaol (1%
Authority this term. Some places
Citizenship through the World Cup,
of the population). This percentage
are available for teachers from
book your place at the “Football
is twice as high as in South Africa,
other authorities and the course
Fever” CPD for KS2&3 teachers on
three times higher than in Iran, six
will also be run for teachers in
29th April 4-6pm.
times higher than in China. The US
Reading, Wokingham
and West
Ghanaian team shirt
bans the importation of anything
Berkshire in 2011
made by forced labour or prisoners...
View our training programmeyet in USA 100% of military tags,
for 2010/11 at www.risc.org.uk/
ammunition belts, bullet proof vests,
education/training.php
id tags, and 36% of household
appliances are made by prisoners; if
global
they refuse to work they are put into
citizenship
advocates
solitary confinement.
November 2010

Training course over 3 days:

18th November (10am-4pm, Oxfam House, Oxford)
8th or 10th March (2pm-5pm, venue tbc)
17th or 19th May (2pm-5pm, venue tbc)

risc e-news

course

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduces the theory and practice of Global Citizenship
Identifies opportunities for embedding social justice & sustainability across the
curriculum
Enriches the delivery of RE and promotes understanding of faith as an agent of change
Explores methodologies for measuring attitudinal change
Enables controversial issues to be tackled
Considers how change can be achieved & sustained
Demonstrates how Global Citizenship underpins Every Child Matters, SEAL, Community
Cohesion, Rights Respecting Schools

Booking: Penny Bingham | 01865 208200 | penny.bingham@oxford.anglican.org

www.risc.org.uk/education

Despite RISC’s funding for
www.
r i twice
s c.org.uk
your
termly newsletter
for secondary
teachers
the Schools
Global Gardens
Network being cut within
Welcome to RISC’s e-news! It brings
Global
Citizenship
training
days you
of the
election,
the
opportunities, news, key dates, resources,
project updates,
project continues
with the ideas for
actionand more. Past issues are archived on RISC’s website.
website acting as a portal for

New to borrow
Our collection of school

News
information,
resources and links
to otherRISC’s
organisations
new self evaluation
framework for Global Citizenship ‘…
View our training programme for www.risc.org.uk/gardens/
globalgardens.php
are
we nearly there?’ and our new
2010/11 at www.risc.org.uk/educaa new portal to help you
turn ‘Uganda
your outdoor
orclassroom
UK?’ teaching pack were
tion/training.php
into a cross-curricular resource
launched
at RISC on 19th October,
for the new curriculum
school
participants explored
both resources,
www.globalgardens.org.uk
garden@risc.org.uk
partnerships SCHOOL PAR
TNERSHIPS trialled activities and celebrate with
training
local&g
Fairtrade food and wine. To order
lobal
either resource go to www.risc.org.
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uk/education/risc_publications.php
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Ready to borrow

RISC’s new Storycloth
The outcome of our
intergenerational project with
Age Concern, this fantastic cloth
reflects the stories of how some of
Reading’s older residents joined
its richly diverse community.
From the Caribbean, Denmark
and India, they share their
experiences of how it felt to arrive
somewhere new and settle into
life in the UK. Their stories are
told in a book which accompanies
the cloth, along with a selection of
Clickclick
HERE
to be taken2010
to the
storybooks from around the world
onSeptember
flyer
loans database
for more
exploring
the topic ofteachers
journeys.
your twice termly newsletter
for secondary
information
The cloth measures over 2m in
diameter
and can
be borrowed
Welcome to RISC’s e-news! It brings
you Global
Citizenship
trainingfor
up to a week,
contact
Michele@
opportunities, news, key dates, resources,
project
updates,
ideas for
actionand more. Past issues are risc.org.uk
archived on RISC’s website.

View our training programme Mozambique
RISC@RISK!
for 2010/11 at www.risc.org.uk/
We want to let you know about
education/training.php or click on our current financial situation.
flyers below. CDP opportunities for Our core educational work is
2011/12 will be publicised in July
threatened because we have lost
two substantial government grants
RISC took part in the NASUWT
from DfID. Our target is to raise
GLOBAL
Global Classroom Conference
in
£50,000 during the next financial
CITIZENSHIP
for
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London on
running
GLO7th
year in order to avoid further
two workshops based on our new
drastic cuts to staff wages and
‘Uganda or UK?’ resource,
which
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services. If you value the work
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was sponsored
by the Oxfordshire
and ethos of RISC, you can help
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Union’s Teaching Today
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Education Team
RISC
35 - 39 London Street
Reading
RG1 4PS
t. 0118 9586692
e. education@risc.org.uk

Welcome to RISC’s e-news. Did you notice a lack of e-news in March?
Due to cuts in our budget we have had to reduce the number of issues we can produce so, instead of six
issues per year, you’ll now be receiving an action packed e-news three times a year.

CPD

resourc
of FREE

education
692 |
and Booking:
0118 9586

Robinson

supported by

uniforms is growing! As well
as uniforms from Ghana, India and
Mongolia, we now have a boy’s
uniform from Abu Dhabi in the United
Arab Emirates and a girl’s uniform
from Mozambique. Use these to help
pupils focus on what they share in
common with young people at school
around the world – why not enhance
this by borrowing our sports kits from
Sri Lanka, Ghana, Uganda, Morocco
and Brazil and link this with work on
human rights? (see key dates)

Garden open days in September
Saturday 11th: 12 till 4
Sunday 12th: 12 till 4
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Project updates
RISC’s new Resource Bank, launched
last term, is growing by the week and
feedback is very positive!

Training course over 3 days:

18th November (10am-4pm, Oxfam House, Oxford)
8th or 10th March (2pm-5pm, venue tbc)
17th or 19th May (2pm-5pm, venue tbc)

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Introduces the theory and practice of Global Citizenship
Identifies opportunities for embedding social justice & sustainability across the
curriculum
Enriches the delivery of RE and promotes understanding of faith as an agent of change
Explores methodologies for measuring attitudinal change
Enables controversial issues to be tackled
Considers how change can be achieved & sustained
Demonstrates how Global Citizenship underpins Every Child Matters, SEAL, Community
Cohesion, Rights Respecting Schools

£76 + VAT for service agreement schools
£120 + VAT for non service agreement schools
both prices include £75 worth of FREE resources

Further Details: Louise Robinson | 0118 9586 692 | education@risc.org.uk

Booking: Penny Bingham | 01865 208200 | penny.bingham@oxford.anglican.org
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leaders.
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asp?d=6404 Those questioned see
broadening young people’s horizons
and teaching them about our globalised
world as vital if the UK is to compete in
the global economy. The report
highlights how schools, businesses and
other agencies can support this
learning

Teachers have been
exploring the bank by country,
resource type, curriculum area, age
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West Berkshire entered into a partnership with the Institute of Community Cohesion
in 2009/11 in order to work with schools on the community cohesion agenda as
reported upon by OfSTED. Schools were identified as having key issues relating to
either the national or international dimension of community cohesion. Following a
successful project and a Community Cohesion conference sharing good practice
between schools, the international dimension was still a concern, especially in
ensuring that there wasn’t a tokenistic approach to global issues. At this time, RISC
approached the local authority to become a partner.
RISC’s intensive 3-day Global Citizenship Advocates Course was attended by staff
from West Berkshire schools including headteachers. It provided much food for
thought about the Global Citizenship agenda and in particular how schools focus on
differences between cultures and communities rather than similarities. The course
encouraged teachers to review the resources that they use and consider the overt
and subliminal messages that they give. Simple questions such as, “Do all people in
a country live in a house like this?” with images of urban and rural homes challenged
teachers to really think about presenting a balanced view to their pupils. Teachers
now feel much more confident in addressing challenging issues relating to racism
and stereotyping of individuals and other societies.

West Berkshir

West Berkshire Strategy: working through
Community Cohesion

All the schools working on the project were required to carry out an audit of their
current provision and the attitudes of their pupils. This gave staff the time to analyse
where their school is along a spectrum of provision and to identify solid evidence on
which to make their judgments. A number of teachers identified gaps and challenged
senior leaders’ perceptions about the quality and extent of Global Citizenship work
across their schools. A key outcome has been the acknowledgement that there
is a wide range of understanding and commitment to the development of Global
Citizenship within schools and consistency of practice is critical in developing pupils
skills, knowledge and understanding of the issues beyond a superficial level.
The partnership with RISC has enabled West Berkshire to support its schools in
reviewing their existing provision, carry out action research and evaluate its impact.
As a result the local authority is able to draw upon a number of classroom teachers
who can demonstrate good practice in approaching Global Citizenship work within
their own schools. These teachers will be able to work alongside colleagues within
and beyond their schools in continuing to review and adapt learning experiences
for pupils. RISC has enabled the local authority to build capacity in school support
through the development of this group of teachers as true “Global Citizenship
Advocates.”
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Art and Design Working Group

Art teachers said that knowing more about the work of contemporary artists from
around the world would enable them to balance their studies of white minority world
artists while exploring global issues of social justice and sustainability. Working with
student teachers in Reading University’s art department, a series of artist profiles
were researched and trialled with pupils. These have included
Bright Ugochukwu Eke from Nigeria creates engaging, beautiful cascades of water
droplets which draw our attention to climate change and the devastation it causes.
The contrast between the bags of pure and polluted water alerts us to the choice
open to each of us. Do we contribute to the problem or are we part of the solution?
Egyptian artist Sabah Naim’s work is described as an “elegant combination of
photographs and press cuttings about political and economic stories…convincing us
that these events are part of the ordinary citizen’s life”
Krishnaraj Chonat from India describes clients craving for chandeliers even in houses
that were completely avant-garde as the starting point.

South African artist Mustafa Maluka says

“
“

“
“

“It seemed as if the chandelier was an inevitable addition to any newly built
house regardless of its architecture or compatibility. Perhaps its presence
assured them of some kind of confirmation to their own imagined ideas of
class and status.”

“My work draws on my personal experience as a global citizen. My characters
are located in world cities where cultures morph and merge so quickly that
even home is no longer a stable or recognizable place.”

These artist profiles, and more, can be accessed at www.risc.org.uk/resourcebank
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Design & Technology Working Group

D&T’s priority to teach using the latest technologies within a “high-tech” world, meant
some teachers felt they couldn’t learn anything from the majority world. If they used
examples of majority world technology it would reinforce the stereotypical views
of pupils (and teachers) that indigenous technology was inevitably low-tech and
primitive.
The group decided that if ‘design influences’ were an important part of a lesson it
would use positive examples of “designers” from the majority world rather than or
alongside the more famous minority world designers eg the world famous Peruvian
chef Gastón Acurio rather than the English chef Michel Roux Jr. The group decided a
poster exhibition of successful designers from atypical or unexpected places would
underline the relevance of design in all our lives and show the global diversity of
designing. This was developed with an interesting narrative for launch through an
assembly before being exhibited in a school. The posters and the assembly plan can
be accessed at www.risc.org.uk/resourcebank
Defining and discussing how the key concepts of Global Citizenship link to D&T
enabled us to find gaps in what we were currently doing. We felt that we were
strong in some areas of Global Citizenship, which came through in a few areas of
D&T. These were food (produce and recipes from different areas of the world, Fair
Trade, composting, organic farming, free range and food miles), resistant materials
(sustainable and unsustainable forests, manufactured boards, recycling plastics
and aluminium) and textiles (natural and synthetic fibres, biodegradability, textile
production and sweatshops, dyeing processes and environmental damage, textiles
and techniques from different parts of the world) but less in graphics and systems
and control. The most commonly successful GC key concept was “Sustainability”,
with very little relating to “Human rights”, “Social justice and equity”, “Diversity”,
“Globalisation and interdependence” and “Peace and conflict”.
The group decided to address some of these gaps using ‘resistant materials product
analysis’ activities. Fair trade containers with interesting backgrounds were collected.
Lesson plans were devised where groups of pupils investigate the containers –
initially making guesses about the products with no background information; next
listing questions of what they’d like to find out. They were then given information
sheets about why each container was made, its purpose, who had made it, how
much they’d been paid for it (compared with how much we’d paid for it from a
Reading Fair Trade shop) and about the lives of the artisans. The pupils were able to
compare what they now knew with what they had guessed. They went on to prepare
group presentations for their containers. This raised discussions about ‘human
rights’, ‘social justice’, ‘peace and conflict’ and ‘sanctions and boycotts’. These
resources and lesson plans can be accessed at www.risc.org.uk/resourcebank
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History Working Group

“

“

‘Pupils are often unable to connect discrete periods of history’

This concern was voiced by history teachers who felt that pupils need support in
‘joining up’ their history topics and making sense of them in relation to our lives as
Global Citizens in the contemporary world. In teaching about Tudor England and
the Transatlantic Slave Trade, for example, they need resources to develop pupils’
understanding of interdependence and social justice while enhancing critical thinking
skills.
The question ‘Why is Africa so poor and Europe so rich?’ became a focus for
discussion and in response the resource ‘European Wealth, African Poverty Why?’
was developed.

Starting with the Tudor period and tracing the relationship between the two
continents up to the present, it explores seven myths about the reasons for the
poverty experienced by many in sub-Saharan Africa. A series of posters debunk the
myths, enable pupils to link the past with their own lives and consider action they can
take for social justice and sustainability.
Myth 1: Africa has always been poorer than Europe
Myth 2: European campaigners ended slavery
Myth 3: Europeans gave Africans an infrastructure
Myth 4: Africans are corrupt, that’s why they’re poor
Myth 5: Africans can have the same standard of living as Europeans
Myth 6: More trade will bring development to Africa
Myth 7: The best way to help Africa is to give more aid

“

One teacher said:
“The pack provides possibilities for advancing students’ critical thinking skills
by encouraging them to make connections – between Europe and Africa,
between the past and the present, between myth and reality, and between
visual images and text. Students’ skills of research, analysis, deconstruction
and evaluation are extended by using the posters and information in the
pack in a variety of ways. It equips them with knowledge, understanding and
practical suggestions for enacting change.”

“
“

“

Another said:

“It’s a really useful cross-curricular resource; these issues need to be explored
in different parts of the curriculum, so pupils step back and develop a broader
understanding of why the world is as it is.’ The pack is also available in
Spanish for MFL teachers.”

It can be accessed at www.risc.org.uk/resourcebank
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Geography Working Group

Geography teachers and their colleagues across Humanities Departments recognise
that their pupils need to develop a more balanced view of people and places, both
within and outside the UK. They discussed how school partnerships may reinforce
narrow, negative views and decided a teaching resource with a focus on balanced
images would support quality teaching and learning, in the geography classroom and
beyond.
In response, RISC worked in collaboration with local teachers who had recently
visited Uganda to produce ‘Uganda or UK?’ The resource was designed to provide
balance, focusing first on similarities between Uganda and the UK, before exploring
their diversity. It was developed as a photo based resource to challenge stereotypes,
support partnerships and enable teachers to deliver Global Citizenship effectively.
Through images and activities, pupils explore what they share in common with young
people in other countries, as well as what is unique about each individual. Through
making connections between our actions and the lives of others, locally and globally,
pupils are empowered to take action in support of the MDGs and as citizens of the
many communities to which they belong.
After doing the activities in the pack one pupil said

Colleagues in local primary and secondary schools found that accessing photos
to provide a balanced view of countries across the majority world was too time
consuming. Yet such photos are an essential tool for teaching and learning about
any country, or any global issue. Their advice led to the design and development of
RISC’s online Resource Bank, a work in progress which already includes photos from
more than twenty majority world countries – all have been donated without copyright
and are free for teachers to download.
The ‘Uganda or UK?’ pack can be accessed, along with over 1,500 images from the
majority world, at www.risc.org.uk/resourcebank
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Music Working Group

‘World music’ is an important element of the National Curriculum for music at Key
Stages 3 and 4. However, partly through a lack of detailed knowledge, and partly
because GCSE listening examinations encourage a narrow focus on a limited range
of stylistic features, the teaching of music from the majority world frequently relies
heavily on cultural stereotypes. This focus can leave pupils with a very narrow view of
other cultures, focussing on primitive, tribal, historical and rural stereotypes.
RISC and the working group also wanted to consider how Global Citizenship would
fit into the music curriculum outside of the ‘world’ music bracket. Another concern
that was identified was the significant lack of resources around Global Citizenship
and music education that challenged the narrow views of music being rooted in one
place.
Through RISC’s partnership with the University of Reading music mentors in schools
and their trainee secondary music teachers addressed this issue. They developed a
scheme of work that embedded Global Citizenship within whichever area of musical
learning was being taught at the time of their placement.
Some extremely creative and innovative lessons and ideas were tried, refined and
written up for other teachers to access, via RISC’s online Resource Bank. These
schemes are now in use in the schools and the trainees will take them forward into
their future teaching practice.
Here are some examples:
Pop Music
Through looking at a variety of pop artists from
around the world, especially those whose work
raises GC issues, this scheme of work aimed to
show how music can be described as a vehicle
of expression and a means for communicating
common hardships, issues and a way to convey
individual voice. The work focussed on the
musical history of Aborigine group Yothu Yindi
(Picture reproduced by kind permission of Alan
and the musically restricted Chinese Pop artist
James and Yothu Yindi)
Aaron Kwok. Work also explored dissonance
and its similarities and differences with ‘Western’ harmony structures through specific forms
of West African song, and through the task of composing a pop song for a West African
pop artist.
Medieval Music

Focusing upon
women medieval
composers

Cantigas de Santa
Maria Iberian MS,
showing influences of
the Moors on European
music

Investigating the
origins of European
instruments
(www.trouvere.co.uk)

Ideas for
incorporating
global
citizenship and
medieval music

Investigating music
in society - how does
it differ between the
King and the peasants

Investigating
similarities between
the music of the
troubadours and pop
music of today
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Religious Education Working Group

Teachers of RE have highlighted that the key concepts of Global Citizenship are
embedded in the principles that inform RE teaching. However this isn’t always
recognised and the overlaps need to be made explicit.
Assumptions are often made about all religions having a similar stance on certain
issues such as saving the environment. This means there’s a danger of taking a key
issue and not really getting to the heart of why it’s important. It’s essential to avoid
tokenism and develop stories of real life experiences to challenge the stereotypical
approach of some resources.
Working with a group of RE specialists it was recognised that
•

Lack of time is a problem if teachers are to thoroughly explore the nuances of
different religions

•

9/11 opened up discussion on how people follow one religion in different ways.
It needs to be made as easy as possible for teachers to raise and deal with
issues of Islamophobia

•

Teachers often don’t have time to research new material, for example on
individuals whose faith has led to positive action for change in relation to
Millennium Development Goals

•

New ways of looking at ‘old faces’ are also needed, for example was Gandhi a
good Global Citizen? Was Mother Teresa?

In response new and contemporary individuals, who are people of faith, have been
researched and profiles created to support RE teachers in exploring faith into action,
while delivering Global Citizenship effectively. These include
Alia Muhammed Baker who, responding to her Muslim faith, saved many of the books
in Basra’s Central Library during the Iraq War in 2003. Her profile raises issues
about what she did, why she did it and the impact her actions have had. It also helps
pupils to make connections with action they can take in their own lives to bring about
positive change.
Laura Cook, a young Christian photographer, shares her story of how her work
helps her to express her faith and how her aim is to achieve change for some of the
world’s poorest people, through raising awareness and challenging people to think
about what they can do to make a difference.
These RE profiles, and more, can be accessed at www.risc.org.uk/resourcebank
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Resources Strategy

RISC has always used resources as a focus for training. With a large resource centre
at its heart, we promote books and teaching packs for children and young people
that support learning on Global Citizenship, social justice and sustainability. RISC’s
Education Team has written and published teaching resources over many years;
with significant expertise in working with teachers and other educators, we have
produced a wealth of resources for use within and beyond the classroom.
Resources have therefore been a key focus for our work in bringing Global
Citizenship from the margins to the mainstream. All of the project working groups
identified a need for resources with a particular focus and for some this was a
significant output. ‘Uganda or UK?’ and ‘European Wealth, African Poverty, Why?’
were two extremely successful publications, while the self evaluation framework ‘Are
We Nearly There?’ has been a lynchpin in RISC’s work with schools, throughout the
project and beyond.
Other working groups have focused on resources in a different way, through the
writing of schemes of work, or inspirational lesson ideas, that are shared through
RISC’s online Resource Bank.
All of these resources provide teachers and local authorities with lasting tools to
continue the development of their Global Citizenship practice.
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The Resource Ban

The Resource Bank

One of the project’s most impactful outcomes, in response to teachers’ requests for
online resources, has been RISC’s Resource Bank. It includes photographs, artefacts,
teaching packs, lesson plans and ideas.
The Resource Bank was launched with over 1500 photographs from around the
world, to enhance Global Citizenship teaching by challenging stereotypes, focussing
on similarities and providing a balance of images. Teachers can search the photos
using a wide range of criteria, enabling them to collect images that best suit their
needs: from homes around the world, to energy in Mongolia, transport in Ghana or
food in Brazil – there is a huge, and growing selection to choose from.
The search criteria also apply to RISC’s collection of artefacts, which can now be
accessed through the Resource Bank. This enables local teachers to add relevant
artefacts from their country or topic of choice, which they can then borrow from
RISC. Artefacts can also be searched by subject area and by Global Citizenship key
concepts - the collection can be used creatively by teachers across the curriculum.
RISC’s teaching resources, many of which can be downloaded for free, are also
accessed via the Resource Bank. Teachers can browse and create ‘lists’ which
are saved for their future reference, allowing them to download all the resources
they have collected in one go. Books available from the teachers’ resource centre
in RISC’s World Shop will soon be included so teachers will be able to see what is
available.
The section for schemes of work and inspirational ideas continues to grow steadily,
as individual teachers and those in the working groups contribute their ideas. The
content of this part of the Resource Bank is the most diverse; through it RISC aims
to provide a wide range of lesson plans, schemes of work and ideas for embedding
Global Citizenship from Early Years to KS5. This will demonstrate the quality Global
Citizenship taking place in schools, and provide teachers with the tools to deliver it in
creative ways, even within the challenging and changing educational climate.
Registering to use the Resource Bank is free and withing 3 months of its launch in
October 2011, over 350 teachers had already signed up.
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Many Bracknell Forest schools have been proud to be part of the ‘Margin to the
Mainstream’ programme, bringing Global Citizenship education to the forefront of
curriculum development. The programme has raised the awareness, knowledge and
understanding of issues of social justice and sustainability in the global context for
all those involved - children, young people and their teachers alike. In particular, the
programme has underpinned a great deal of the UNICEF Rights Respecting Schools
work that the vast majority of Bracknell Forest schools have undertaken. Global
Citizenship education has in very practical ways deepened youngsters’ knowledge
and understanding of the reciprocal nature of the rights enshrined within the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. This has in turn led to a greater
appreciation of the global reach of our actions and responsibilities.

Bracknel

Bracknell Forest Strategy: working
through Rights Respecting Schools

Work in schools has been inspired by the superb training that teachers and, in
many cases, governors, have received from members of the RISC Education Team.
Highly effective facilitators guide wide-ranging discussions based on practical,
interactive and stimulating activities supported by an excellent array of resources.
Participants speak of the way their preconceived and often stereotypical notions of
other countries and peoples have been challenged during these sessions. Teachers
have returned to school enthused and equipped to improve the global dimension of
lessons across the curriculum.
Children and young people in schools where Global Citizenship education is most
advanced, experience a curriculum enriched by activities and approaches that
value and respect different cultures and draw upon a wealth of resources from
those cultures. They have opportunities to assess issues of equality, justice and
sustainability, to recognise the impact our actions have on the lives of others and
the planet and to change the way they do things. For example, schools which have
embraced Global Citizenship education tend to pay greater attention to growing their
own food crops, composting and recycling. They make deeper and more significant
links with schools and communities in other countries, sharing experiences and
resources. Significantly, their pupils play a prominent part in the decision-making of
the school.
Combined with the Rights Respecting Schools agenda, Global Citizenship education
enhances children and young people’s personal development, increasing their
self-awareness, promoting empathy and enriching their understanding of the lives
of others. It emphasises the responsibility we have to ourselves and others and,
fundamentally, shows how young people can make things happen.
We have much still to do, but continue the journey with enthusiasm!
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Global Citizenship and School Governors

School Governors have a key role to play if Global Citizenship is to be embedded
across the curriculum and ethos of their schools.
RISC provides training for Governors through their local authority training
programmes and through local governor associations. Training is also provided for
whole governing bodies, often as an outcome of staff training. Headteachers are
keen to involve their governors in the process of embedding Global Citizenship and
often invite them to take part in training alongside staff.
One Governor said

“

“On Saturday 19th March twenty-five eager school governors descended on
RISC to learn how Global Citizenship can be developed and embedded in their
schools. We took part in activities to help us get to grips with some of the
issues. Examples that stick in my mind are …when we think about people
in other countries or in another community nearby, focus on the things we
have in common rather than the differences. This does not mean that we
should ignore the differences but it has a big impact on the extent to which
we can identify with the people concerned…When asked to characterise parts
of Africa, what images come to mind – mud huts and starving children? It’s
important to challenge such narrow stereotypes if children and young people
are to develop a more balanced view of the world”.

“

Others Governors said:

“

“ We must ensure GC is woven into the fabric of the curriculum and encourage
teaching in a much more balanced manner”
“It’s helped us to ask questions about and evaluate what our school does and
given us greater ability to be challenging and supportive in terms of how the
school discusses global issues”

Global Citizenship
for
School Governors

“

“We can now think about Global Citizenship from a strategic rather than
subject perspective – embedding it in the school development plan”

primary &
secondary

How do schools
prepare pupils
for the future in
a changing &
challenging world?
•develop pupils’
understanding of
social justice &
sustainability
•explore pupils’ values
& attitudes
•enable pupils to take
action as local &
global citizens

Two participatory workshops

Morning: 9.45am-12.45pm

risc 35-39 London St
RG1 4PS˙

Afternoon: 1.45-4.45pm

Sat 28 April
free - funded by DFID

contact louise@risc.org.uk or 0118 958 6692

www.

risc .org.uk/education

What is Global Citizenship?
Why is it important? What do pupils in
Berkshire know and think about global issues?
A repeat of last year’s popular workshop.
“Very relevant!”
“A superb session!”
“It will help us ask questions and evaluate
what our school does.”

Taking Global Citizenship forward
How can your school embed GC through the
curriculum and through extra curricular
activities? What support is available? For those
who attended the morning session, or last
year’s training.
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Global Citizenship Twilight Sessions

Teachers are able to choose from a broad range of twilights as part of RISC’s annual
CPD programme. These range from age specific curriculum focused sessions
to investigating global issues through world events such as the 2012 Olympics.
Action on Millennium Development Goals is explored through themes such as school
partnerships and approaches such as Rights Respecting Schools.

EYFS
& the outdoor classroom

Why do we need to
start Global Education
with very young
children?
Explore this through
a series of fun &
practical activities on
RISC’s roof garden &
take away lots of ideas
for use in your own
setting.

Global Citizenship &
Rights Respecting Schools

for primary
& secondary
teachers

SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS
local&global
How local & global partnerships
can deliver Community Cohesion
through Global Citizenship

KS1-4

Discover how Global Citizenship underpins the RRS award at levels 1 and 2. Explore ways in which it can
be included in planning and policies, as well as being embedded throughout the curriculum and ethos
of your school. Experience hands on activities used by teachers in Rights Respecting Schools to enable
their pupils to become active Global Citizens.

Wednesday 16 June4-6pm

Wednesday 11 May4-6pm

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS ˙

for more info & to book a place contact education@risc.org.uk
or phone 0118 958 6692 & ask for a member of the Education Team

for more info & to book a place contact education@risc.org.uk
or phone 0118 958 6692 & ask for a member of the Education Team

£30+VAT
www.

risc .org.uk/education

www.

Can we challenge sporting myths & stereotypes?
How does the medal table change if you adjust for population & wealth?
Do the sponsors reflect the Olympic values of excellence, friendship & respect?
Will it be the greenest games ever?

£30+VAT

for more info & to book a place contact education@risc.org.uk
or phone 0118 958 6692 & ask for a member of the Education Team

risc .org.uk/education

GL BAL CITIZENSHIP
EYFS-KS4

what’s
global
citizenship
got to do
with the
olympics?

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS ˙

£30+VAT

introduction to

CPD for KS2-4

Wednesday 26 January4-6pm
www.

a

risc .org.uk/education

Glob al Christmas
This workshop for
KS1-2 will show how
schools can deliver
Global Citizenship
through their festive
celebrations & work
towards a peaceful,
sustainable, fair &
diverse Christmas.

An action-packed introduction to Global
Citizenship. Participants will explore
what taking action for social justice &
sustainability is all about – within & beyond
the classroom – & why it’s an essential part
of encouraging children & young people to
be active Global Citizens.

Tuesday 12 October4-6pm

Thursday 11 November4-6pm

£30+VAT

£30 including Fairtrade cake & a free Global Christmas resource

£30+VAT booking essential contact barbara@risc.org.uk or phone 0118 958 6692

for more info & to book a place contact education@risc.org.uk
or phone 0118 958 6692 & ask for a member of the Education Team

for more info & to book a place contact education@risc.org.uk
or phone 0118 958 6692 & ask for a member of the Education Team

www.

www.

Thurs 23 Feb 4-6pm

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS ˙

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS ˙

risc .org.uk/education

GLOBAL
SCIENCE
in the outdoor classroom

Explore RISC’s
roof garden &
the full potential
of the outdoor
classroom to
deliver Global
Citizenship,
focus on
the science
curriculum and
how to embed
sustainability &
social justice in
science lessons

KS2-3

Wednesday 22 June 4-6pm

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS
£30+VAT

for more info & to book a place contact education@risc.org.uk
or phone 0118 958 6692 & ask for a member of the Education Team

www.

risc .org.uk/education

risc .org.uk/education

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP & HISTORY
secondary
from the local to the global forteachers

Is there a connection between poverty in Africa and wealth in Europe?
Starting with the Tudor period, trace the relationship between the two continents to the present day.
What have been the global influences on Reading & Berkshire over the centuries?
• Enable pupils to connect discrete periods of history.
• Develop pupils’ ability to think critically about cause and effect.
• Encourage pupils to be active Global Citizens.

Wednesday 23 November 4-6pm
risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS ˙

£30+VAT includes a copy of RISC’s Global Reading & African poverty, European wealth: Why?
booking essential contact education@risc.org.uk tel 0118 958 6692

www.

risc .org.uk/education

risc 35-39 London St RG1 4PS ˙
www.

risc .org.uk/education

How does this fit together?

Global Citizenship,
Music & Gamelan KS3-5

How can the complex and beautiful music of the Indonesian Gamelan
support your delivery of Global Citizenship? Challenge stereotypes,
explore contemporary ‘world’ music, and learn how to play a Gamelan,
which will be available for schools to borrow on long-term loan from RISC.

Thursday 17 November 4-6pm

Kennet School Thatcham RG19 4LL ˙
£30+VAT booking essential contact liz@risc.org.uk tel 0118 958 6692

www.

risc .org.uk/education
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Binfield CE Primary School

Binfield participate in the UNICEF Rights Respecting Schools programme, and
Bracknell Forest local authority held a conference to showcase and celebrate the
work of their Rights Respecting schools. At this, Binfield pupils and staff presented
their Global Citizenship work, with pupils guiding adult participants through RISC’s
Global Citizenship audit activities. They shared their ideas and challenged the
adult conference participants’ views, questioning stereotypes and reminding them
of balance and representation. Many participants were impressed by the pupils’
confidence and understanding. Pupil responses to the audit activities were also
shared with governors and parents to ensure the whole school community was on
board.
The school was highly committed to ensuring staff had every opportunity to access
Global Citizenship training through whole staff provision, attending twilights, and in
school offers for governors, teaching assistants and all new staff. Feedback confirms
this investment of time had a significant impact

“

It was practical and informative and showed us how to make further links and
use cross curricular ideas. I will look at my plans and see how to adapt and
change them as a result of today.
I have a heightened awareness of how to make global citizenship more explicit
in teaching across the whole curriculum.
I loved the idea about using an object from a country and building a week
around it!
I found out how to use plants to make links across the curriculum

I really enjoyed being able to think and talk - not rushed - not lectured at

“

I’m going to adapt some of the resources used today, especially the oracy
activities

Binfield has established a local partnership with a multi-ethnic school in central
Reading, with the aim of strengthening their contribution to community cohesion. This
has been developed through shared INSET days as well as pupil visits to each other’s
schools and joint activity days for pupils at RISC.
Staff from reception to year 6 have greatly valued the opportunity to undertake
regular curriculum reviews alongside colleagues from RISC. This has developed
both skills and confidence in ensuring GC is successfully embedded throughout the
school’s curriculum and ethos.
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Learning for Sustainability has long been a priority in RBWM schools. The local
authority provided support through the Sustainable Schools Framework and asked
RISC to contribute expertise to the ‘Global Dimension Doorway’. A member of our
Education Team joined the LfS steering group and offered Global Citizenship support
and training to schools across the Borough. This resonated with RBWM’s work to
establish a culture of learning for sustainability.
Using Albert Einstein’s quote:

“

“

Windsor and Maidenhea

Windsor and Maidenhead Strategy:
working through Sustainable Schools

“We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when
we created them” the LfS officer said “Learning for Sustainability encourages
school communities to face this challenge. It is our responsibility to address
the challenging reality of the world and, in so doing, provide the fertile ground
needed for thinking to evolve”

Through LfS network meetings, RISC has been able to provide training for network
members. This led to whole staff training for a number of schools many of whom
have, or are seeking, Eco-School status.

Recognising the importance of delivering effective Global Citizenship to children and
young people of all ages has led to training for EYFS teachers in various settings,
to the whole staff of numerous primary schools and to the whole staff of one of the
Borough’s largest secondary schools.
Supporting teachers in exploring social justice within the context of sustainability has
enabled them to develop the ways in which they teach about Millennium Development
Goals.
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Global Education and Church School Ethos

“

“Neither global education nor church school ethos can be an ‘added extra’,
they both run through the whole curriculum and wider school life. There
is a very natural fit between global education and the Christian ethos of a
church school. The more aware you become of issues of global poverty and
inequality, and of Christian perspectives on these issues, the less the question
seems to be: ‘how does global education fit with church school ethos?’ but
rather: ‘how can global education NOT be deep at the heart of all we do in a
church school?’”

The Diocese of Oxfor

The Diocese of Oxford

“

From ‘Every Child of God Matters Everywhere’
Diocese of Bradford and Ripon & Leeds
Partnership has been a focus for RISC’s work with the Diocese of Oxford, a
partnership in itself. With RISC’s support, Church of England Schools across the
Diocese have delivered effective Global Citizenship through school, local, UK and
Global partnerships.
Although the core specialist provider of Global Citizenship education services for
Berkshire and Oxfordshire schools for many years, RISC now has a more clearly
defined role in offering training and resources to Diocesan schools
•

In partnership with the Diocese, RISC has run Global Citizenship Advocates
training. This has been followed-up by participating schools, many of whom
request whole staff training

•

Training for governors of Diocesan schools is being run annually, in partnership
with Reading Governors Association

•

Members of the Diocesan Board of Education have worked with RISC’s Education
Team to embed Global Citizenship in their own schools and explore wider global
issues

•

The Diocesan Religious Education Adviser has been key to RISC’s Secondary
Schools Working Group on RE, exploring ways of embedding Global Citizenship
through case studies of ‘faith into action’
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Are We Nearly There?

A self evaluation framework for Global Citizenship from EYFS to KS5
Supporting teachers in embedding, advancing and improving the delivery of Global
Citizenship, across the whole school and beyond.
A ‘Global School’ is one in which Global Citizenship is embedded across the
curriculum and throughout the school ethos. Knowing when we are delivering quality
Global Citizenship effectively is vital for making sustainable progress in the journey to
becoming a ‘Global School’.
RISC designed this self-evaluation framework, with a school & local authority
colleagues, to enable teachers to assess their school’s current position and progress
against a wide range of headings.
Although different aspects of teaching and learning provide an obvious starting point,
other headings such as staff development, communications, ethos and participation,
resources and language are also key areas for consideration in assessing a school’s
delivery of Global Citizenship.
Each heading provides an opportunity for gathering and evaluating specific evidence,
while combining them allows an overview of the whole school journey and its aims.
RISC has used this resource to measure the impact of training delivered through
the project, our aim is to ensure that schools receive the appropriate support and
resources to move forward at least 2 points on the framework.
Because the resource encourages teachers to reflect on all aspects of school life,
including connections to the wider community, and to collect evidence and data to
demonstrate progress, it should enable teachers to use information from this self
evaluation in other forms of reporting, using language which they will find familiar.
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Self Evaluation Case Study

Case studies from a large number of schools, from Early Years to KS5 and beyond,
support and illustrate each heading.
One school, when evaluating their links and partnerships both globally and locally,
realised that despite the excellent learning that was going on around these areas,
the Global Citizenship message was not as strong as it could be, and they scored
themselves a 1-2.
The school achieved change in a number of ways; improving their local links with a
contrasting multi-ethnic school in the area; working on challenging stereotypes and
focussing on similarities about other countries and continents; evaluating their global
partnership’s fundraising elements and fundraising across the school. Through this,
the school was able to implement plans that would move them towards a score of 5.
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Clanfield CE Primary School

Located in rural Oxfordshire, Clanfield CE Primary is a small, thriving village school
that successfully embeds Global Citizenship across its curriculum and ethos. The
Head teacher said

“

“Knowing that 80% of our children had never visited their own capital city and
that very few of them had ever met anyone with non-white skin was enough to
decide that a deeper understanding of our role as Global Citizens should be a
priority… we began with our School Development Plan; ‘Embedding a Global
Dimension in Everything We Do’ was detailed as a two year priority. This was
essential for ensuring that governors understood its importance to us and
involving them from the outset.”

“

One of its strengths in embedding Global Citizenship has been an emphasis on
partnerships
•

With the wider school community and village in which it is located, especially
though assemblies and other events

•

Within the local area, including a hostel for the homeless for whom the school
provides Christmas shoe boxes. They agreed that fundraising for majority world
projects could reinforce negative attitudes

•

With a large, culturally diverse primary school in Oxford city. Children from both
schools have worked together and discovered how much they share in common,
despite differences in their schools

•

With a school overseas, sharing and developing curriculum based projects with a
school in Sweden.
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Global Citizenship Advocates Course

The aim of this unique course is to enable teachers and advisers to deliver Global
Citizenship effectively, so that it becomes embedded in their schools. The course
equips each participant to become a catalyst for change in their workplace.
Delivered on three separate days, over a number of weeks, it allows participants
time to reflect on their learning and undertake activities with colleagues or pupils.
Global Citizenship
advocates course

Autumn 2011 training course over 3 days:
Tuesday

27th Sept

Thursday

13th Oct

Tuesday

1st

Nov

• Introduces the theory and practice of Global Citizenship
• Identifies opportunities for embedding social justice & sustainability
across the curriculum
• Explores methodologies for measuring attitudinal change
• Enables controversial issues to be tackled
• Considers how change can be achieved & sustained
• Demonstrates how Global Citizenship underpins Every Child Matters,
SEAL, Community Cohesion, Rights Respecting Schools

9:00am-3:15pm
RISC, 35-39 London Street, Reading, RG1 4PS

£100 (ex VAT) includes £100 worth of FREE resources
Enquiries and Booking:

Louise Robinson | 0118 9586 692 | louise@risc.org.uk

www.risc.org.uk/education

A Global Citizenship Advocates Course:
•

introduces the theory and practice of Global Citizenship

•

identifies opportunities for embedding issues of social justice and sustainability
across the curriculum

•

explores methodologies for measuring attitudinal change

•

builds confidence in tackling controversial issues

•

considers how change can be achieved and sustained

•

demonstrates how Global Citizenship links with and is relevant to educational
initiatives such as Every Child Matters, SEAL and Rights Respecting Schools

•

develops the skills that participants need to be effective global educators.

Global Citizenship

Global Citizenship

advocates course

advocates course

Training course over 3 days:

Training course over 3 days:

20th January

18th November (10am-4pm, Oxfam House, Oxford)
8th or 10th March (2pm-5pm, venue tbc)
17th or 19th May (2pm-5pm, venue tbc)

1st February
16th February 2011

• Introduces the theory and practice of Global Citizenship
• Identifies opportunities for embedding social justice & sustainability
across the curriculum from KS1 to KS5
• Explores methodologies for measuring attitudinal change
• Enables controversial issues to be tackled
• Considers how change can be achieved & sustained
• Demonstrates how Global Citizenship underpins Every Child Matters,
SEAL, Community Cohesion, Rights Respecting Schools

9:15 - 15:30 | RISC, 35-39 London Street, Reading, RG1 4PS

£100 (ex VAT) includes £100 worth of FREE resources
Enquiries and Booking:

Louise Robinson | 0118 9586 692 | education@risc.org.uk

www.risc.org.uk/education

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduces the theory and practice of Global Citizenship
Identifies opportunities for embedding social justice & sustainability across the
curriculum
Enriches the delivery of RE and promotes understanding of faith as an agent of change
Explores methodologies for measuring attitudinal change
Enables controversial issues to be tackled
Considers how change can be achieved & sustained
Demonstrates how Global Citizenship underpins Every Child Matters, SEAL, Community
Cohesion, Rights Respecting Schools

£76 + VAT for service agreement schools
£120 + VAT for non service agreement schools
both prices include £75 worth of FREE resources
Further Details: Louise Robinson | 0118 9586 692 | education@risc.org.uk
Booking: Penny Bingham | 01865 208200 | penny.bingham@oxford.anglican.org

www.risc.org.uk/education
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???

Historically, RISC’s work with Wokingham local authority has been with the Minority
Ethnic Achievement/EAL team. The Margins to the Mainstream project provided
an opportunity for a wider strategy to be developed, and a variety of methods of
providing support for schools to be trialled.
Individual training was provided for a range of schools, focussing on a whole school
approach, for example St Teresa’s Primary, whose staff, teaching assistants and
governors attended a full day’s training, and key staff had a follow up curriculum
focused day at RISC.

Wokingha

Wokingham
Wokingham
strategy
Strategy:
through
working
progression
through
/ Keyschool
Stages?
clusters

RISC provided a Global Citizenship Advocates course for Wokingham, over three
separate days, which 20 teachers from a variety of primary and secondary schools
attended. As a result of this course, several schools went on to invest in further
whole staff training, including Beechwood Primary, and Bearwood Primary, who
included their teaching assistants and governors in order to support them in their
whole school change.
RISC worked closely with the Earley Cluster, who had identified Global Learning as
a priority for training. RISC provided a training day for all 7 schools together, which
has had a lasting impact. Schools have followed up the whole staff INSET with further
training, including short, specific CPD sessions, individuals attending Advocates
courses, and further whole staff INSET, aiming to develop and embed learning across
the schools and the cluster. The Learning and Achievement team at Wokingham
local authority is focussing heavily on encouraging cluster working as a positive way
forward and projects are increasingly being undertaken in this way. RISC’s approach
with the Earley Cluster fits in perfectly with the local authority approach.
Wokingham also provided opportunities for RISC to work with Secondary Senior
Leaders, Governors, EAL co-ordinators, NQTs and PSHE specialism training in
partnership with Windsor and Maidenhead. RISC supported a pan-Berkshire
Community Cohesion conference, that was well attended by Wokingham schools.
Follow up from that conference found that several schools had found the day
impactful and planned for some interesting curriculum changes in response.
We have found that the most impact is where schools have had whole staff training
and an ongoing relationship with RISC, supported by key staff in Wokingham. Training
for clusters has proved really positive, and because of the existing networks within
clusters, changes that are made as a result can be shared across a huge number of
staff and pupils.
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Earley
The
cluster
Earley
report
Cluster

???

Many schools in Wokingham work through their local clusters. RISC had begun
working with Hillside Primary who also work regularly with their local cluster of 6
primary schools. Working with a cluster of schools was identified as a useful strategy
for RISC, as it offers greater support for staff, provides opportunities for whole
staff training that is more affordable for schools, and can enable a longer lasting
impact with a much greater number of ideas and resources being shared amongst
the schools. It also fits well with the priorities set in the Government White Paper of
November 2010, which encourages schools to cement their partnership work within
their clusters to improve staff development and sharing of best practice.
The Head Teachers of the 7 Earley Cluster schools planned a day’s INSET training for
all their staff, including a thorough introduction to Global Citizenship, an exploration
of activities to measure attitudinal change in pupils, and a carousel of workshops to
demonstrate and explore how to embed Global Citizenship in a range of curriculum
areas, and across year groups. Emily Waddilove, the Teaching and Learning Adviser
for Minority Ethnic Achievement and EAL with representatives from UNICEF’s Rights
Respecting Schools Award were also able to offer workshops.
The response from teachers was extremely positive with participants agreeing
that ‘the sessions content was relevant to my needs and setting’, ‘the workshops
helped to further develop knowledge and understanding’, and that it left them feeling
‘confident that I will make positive changes to my classroom practice as a result of
this training’.
Some schools have gone on to further their training with tailor made sessions,
focussing on particular issues that they have prioritised, and inviting teaching
support staff to join. For example, Aldryngton Primary invested in a further whole day
INSET for all staff. They explored music, art and artefacts, they evaluated resources
and completed a full school library audit, and they discovered ideas for Global
Citizenship across the Humanities. They also looked at ideas for storytelling for Early
Years and Key Stage 1 with the Global Kidz StoryTent.
A key member of staff from each of the Earley Cluster schools attended the 3
day Global Citizenship Advocates course, giving them a much deeper and greater
understanding of the theory and practice, and committing to taking responsibility for,
and embedding Global Citizenship across the school.
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Training
Whole
school
wholeCPD
school CPD

Global Citizenship training for a whole school staff can be delivered as a ‘stand-alone’
???
or series of twilight sessions, in the school or at RISC. The Education Team is often
invited to deliver whole staff training on INSET days. This involves working with a
headteacher, or group of heads, to plan a day that will engage and inspire staff.
Teachers taking part in a whole staff training day said

“

“At last!! Some help with global justice in school instead of me having an idea
and working in isolation”
“The day challenged my views and opinions on Global Citizenship and made
me think of the bigger picture”
“Really opened my eyes about Africa. Made me want to go home and find out
more about each separate country”
“It’s important to challenge children’s stereotypes early on and support their
critical thinking on justice”

“

“Seeing how local, immediate action can influence the global situation.
Challenge stereotypes and going outside our comfort zone”.
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Willink
The
School
Willink School

???

Embedding Global Citizenship in a secondary school is complex; including it in
the School Development Plan is an essential part of the process. The Willink is a
specialist language college, a medium sized school with over 900 pupils on the rural
fringe of West Berkshire. Training proved a catalyst for engaging The Willink’s staff,
with Art and MFL teachers developing schemes of work initially. They ensured explicit
Global Citizenship concepts were a focus - exploring diversity, human rights and
sustainability. This inspired others within their departments, across the school and
beyond.
Initial training took place with the whole secondary school staff, alongside primary
teachers from within The Willink cluster. This enhanced progression and strengthened
partnerships.
One of the three targets in the SDP specialism objectives is ‘To increase the
occurrence of learning outcomes across the curriculum related to Global Citizenship
values’.
Global Citizenship is a focus for PSHE and tutor time. Work on charitable giving has
been an effective vehicle for developing pupils’ critical thinking skills; their awareness
of microcredit as an alternative was raised through assemblies. Tutor groups decided
to support a microcredit organisation which links to the school’s enterprise work.
Pupils participation has also been key to the school achieving ‘Fairtrade School’
status.
Other Departments have become involved: Science teachers enabled the
development of Global Citizenship schemes of work by PGCE trainees, while the
head of History worked with RISC to embed Global Citizenship in the KS3 History
curriculum. RE and English teachers are involved through a newly established Global
Citizenship staff coaching group.
Termly meetings take place with RISC’s Education Team to plan, develop and
enhance the process of embedding Global Citizenship throughout the school.
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Steering Group Members
Sally Garforth and Dan Archer (Bracknell Forest), Jo Fageant (Diocese of Oxford),
Jane Waring (RBWM), Karen Jarman, Sarah Bergson and Karen Salter (Reading),
Maxine Slade (West Berkshire), Emily Waddilove and Jill Godfrey (Wokingham),
Madeleine Kennedy-Macfoy (external evaluator)
???

Local Authorities Staff
Hazel Davies, Abigail Hallworth, Tim Morton, Matt O’Brien, Chris Whitbread
Teachers and Headteachers

Thanks t

No text
Thanks
wtih panel?
to:

Sylvia Beeton, Sarah Bergson, Sue Bingham, Cathryn Clarke, Danielle Corbishley,
Sarah Coxell, Lorraine Cummings, Clare Downey, Nicki Ellis, Di Gare, Louise Griffiths,
Cathy Growney, Jean Guest, Katy Hathaway, Andy How, Sarah Jones, Jane Lloyd,
Cathy McCarthy, Rhona O’Neill, Tricia Opalko, Sarah Rae, Kirstie Rogers, Karen
Salter, Mike Steer, Karen Vive, Mandy Warwick, Suzie Wright
Schools involved in the project
Bracknell Forest: Ascot Heath CE Junior, Binfield CE, Birch Hill, Bracknell College,
Brakenhale, Charters, College Town Junior, Easthampstead Park, Edgebarrow,
Harmans Water CE, Holly Spring Infants, Meadow Vale, Ranelagh CE, Sandhurst,
Sandy Lane, St Joseph’s RC, St Margaret Clitherow RC, Uplands, Wooden Hill
Reading: Blessed Hugh Faringdon RC, Caversham, Caversham Park, Christ the
King, English Martyrs RC, Geoffrey Field, George Palmer, Highdown, Kendrick,
Manor, Moorlands, New Christ Church CE, New Town, Oxford Road, Park Lane,
Phoenix College, Ranikhet, Reading Boys, Reading College, Reading Girls, Redlands,
Thameside, Upcroft, Wilson
RBWM: Churchmead CE, Cookham Nursery, Holyport, Knowl Hill CE, Maidenhead
Nursery, Newlands, St Edmund Campion, St Mary’s RC, The Lawns
West Berkshire: Basildon CE, Bradfield CE, Brimpton CE, Birch Copse, Chieveley
CE, Cold Ash CE, Compton CE, Englefield CE, Falkland, Francis Baily, Garland,
Hungerford, Inkpen, Little Heath, Long Lane, Mortimer St John CE Infants, Parsons
Down Infants, Speenhamland, Springfield, Spurcroft, St Finians RC, St John the
Evangelist, Thatcham Park CE, Theale CE, The Kennet, The Willink, The Willows,
The Winchcombe, Victoria Park Nursery, Welford and Wickham CE, Westwood Farm
Junior CE, Whiteland Park, Woolhampton, Yattendon CE
Wokingham: Aldryngton, Bearwood, Beechwood, Coombes, Crazies Hill CE, Earley
St Peters CE, Hawkedon, Loddon, Maiden Erlegh, Polehampton Infant CE, Radstock,
Rivermead, Robert Piggott Infant CE, Robert Piggott Junior CE, Sonning CE, St
Nicolas Hurst CE, St Teresa’s RC, The Holt, The Piggott CE, Waingels, Westcot
Infants, Whiteknights
Diocesan schools in Oxfordshire & Buckinghamshire: Clanfield, Christopher
Rawlings, Dr South’s, Freeland, Horspath, Kirtlington, Little Missenden, Radley, St
Andrew’s Chinnor, St Barnabas, St Christopher’s Langford, St John the Evangelist, SS
Mary & John Oxford, St Paul’s Wooburn Green, Standlake, The Hendreds
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Back Cover

RISC is a Development Education Centre supporting schools in Berkshire, Oxfordshire and beyond.
We work with teachers to raise the profile of global issues and promote action for sustainable
development, human rights and social justice.
RISC’s Education Team promotes Global Citizenship in schools and ITE through
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tailor made training
Delivery of the Global Teachers Award
Global Citizenship Advocates training courses for teachers and educators
Training for ITE institutions across the region
Global Schools, RISC’s Global Citizenship partnership with local schools
Innovative work with schools measuring attitudinal change
Roof garden education for sustainability and global connections
A resource bank with over 3,000 photos, artefacts, publications and inspirational lesson ideas
RISC’s own teaching resources and publications, including an e-news bulletin
Advice on embedding a global dimension across the curriculum
Exhibitions for teachers’ centres and schools

risc.org.uk

www.

reading international solidarity centre

